Ad type: For sale

Category: Aircraft > Private Jets > Bombardier Learjet > 45

Price: USD $1,250,000

Year: 1999

Location: England, United Kingdom, Europe

TTAF: 7312

Aircraft Highlights:
EU OPS Avionics
Engines enrolled on MSP
Double Club Interior
Dual FMS and Flight Data Recorder
Inspection A, B & D completed Dec 2018

Airframe / Engines / APU / Weight:

Airframe:
As of 8 January 2020 Total Hours: 7312 Total Cycles: 5434

Engines:
As of 23 June 2019 Honeywell TFE-731-20AR-1B Left Right Serial Number: P-111185C P-111198C Total Hours: 6979 6977 Total Cycles: 5151 5157 Engines enrolled on MSP

Weight
Maximum Take Off Weight: 21,500 lbs (9,862.5 kg) Maximum Ramp Weight: 21,750 lbs (9,865 kg) Empty Weight (as of 15 May 2017): 13,603.18 lbs (6,170.3 kg) Max Fuel Capacity: 6,062 lbs (2,749 kg)

Maintenance & Inspections:
Task Last Completed Next Due A Inspection (12 mo / 300 hr) 14 Sept 2019 / 7190 hrs 14 Sept 2020 / 7510 hrs B Inspection
Avionics:
Honeywell Primus Avionics system
Dual VHF Communications radios with 8.33 spacing
Dual Honeywell Radio Management Units
FA2100 Flight Data Recorder
Dual IC-600 Integrated Avionics computers
Dual AS-850 Air Data Computers
Single Standby Altimeter
Dual LC-100 AHRS computers
Dual RNZ-851 Navigation radio units
Dual ADF DTU-100 Data Transfer Unit
Dual AH-800 AHRS computers
TCAS 2000 with change 7.1
Single KHF-950 HF Radio with SELCAL
Honeywell Solid State Cockpit Voice Recorder
Single Enhanced Ground Proximity Warning System
Dual DA-800 Data Acquisition Units
4 DU-870 EFIS Screens
Single Standby Airspeed Indicator
Single Honeywell RT-300 Radar Altimeter
P880 weather radar
Dual Digital Clocks
Dual DME C406-2 MHz
ELT
Dual UNS-1C Flight Management Systems

Interior & Entertainment:
The interior is configured with 8 passenger seats in a double club seating arrangement and a belted lavatory seat for a total of 9 passengers. The forward galley includes a hot water container to keep beverages warm throughout the flight, as well as ample storage for catering supplies. The aft lavatory is separated from the cabin by a fully enclosing hard pocket door. The toilet seat is belted. Across the aisle from the toilet is an internal storage area where cabin bags and other amenities can be stored. A single forward 10.4 inch LCD monitor is installed in the forward bulkhead, along with dual Cabin video monitors with a single disc DVD player and multi-disc CD player. The Airshow 400 system is installed to provide in-flight updates on location, altitude, speed while displayed on a moving map. There are three electric outlets in the aircraft, with one on each side of the aircraft in the lower side panel area of the aft club section, and one in the galley. The plugs are wired for 125V electricity and have a USA plug interface.

Exterior:
The exterior paint is overall white with a grey tail and winglets. The paint was completed in April 2011 by RAS Completions in England.

Additional Equipment & Information:
Air Ambulance Conversion Kit
FAA STC ST00909SE and EASA STC IM.A.S.01199
*Note: Air Ambulance beds and equipment not included in sale
21,500 lbs MTOW
EU-OPS 1 Certified
Steep Approach Certified

Seller:
Colibri Aircraft
URL: https://www.avbuyer.com/dealers/details/colibri-aircraft
Phone: +44 (0) 203 551 8007, Email: enquiries@colibriaircraft.com

Sales Contact:
Oliver Stone
Phone: +44 (0) 203 551 8007, Email: enquiries@colibriaircraft.com